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Preliminary omputations for the vortex-airfoil intera tion problem are shown. The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation of the Euler
equations is used to des ribe the uid behaviour. An unsteady adaptive grid
strategy is adopted to better apture the ow features, e.g. sho k waves, and
to redu e the numeri al dissipation of the vortex.
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The omputation of the dynami loads over an airfoil aused by the intera tion with external vorti es is a hallenging task. Numeri al simulations of this kind of ow elds are of
interest sin e in rotor raft the blade-vortex intera tion (BVI) ould be a relevant sour e of noise
and vibration [1℄. However, suitable te hniques must be adopted to avoid the des tru tion of
the vorti es by the numeri al dissipation [2, 3℄, a well known phenomenon of s hemes based
on the sho k- apturing approa h. In the present work grid adaptation is performed to lo ally
in rease the grid quality and redu e the spa ing, thus redu ing the numeri al dissipation introdu ed by the s heme. A ombination of node displa ements and lo al topology modi ations
(edge-swapping, node insertion/removal) is adopted. The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
formulation of the Euler equations, in whi h the ontrol volumes are allowed to hange in shape
and position as time evolves, is used to des ribe the behavior of the ow. The governing equations are dis retized by a node entered nite volumes approa h in whi h the grid velo ities are
orre ted to take into a ount the grid modi ations performed by the adaptation s heme. The
overall s heme allows to ompute the solution at the urrent time level by simply integrating
the governing equations, without expli it interpolation of the solution, i.e. in a onservative
manner. Moreover high order time integration s hemes, e.g. standard BDF te hniques, an be
implemented very easily. [5℄.
Preliminary omputations of the intera tion between a ompressible vortex and a NACA0012
airfoil are presented in order to assess the validity of the proposed approa h. A transoni
asymptoti Ma h number of 0.8 is onsidered, the initial miss distan e is set to −0.26c, with c
airfoil hoord, the vortex radius is 0.05c and the vortex Ma h number is 0.16. The initial grid
spa ing is hosen to be proportional to the distan e from the solid walls and then adapted to the
Ma h gradient of the steady solution. The vortex is then inserted in the oweld at a distan e of
5 hords from the leading edge and an additional renement is perfored inside the vortex radius.
As result the area of the elements lo ated inside the vortex is equal to 1.3c · 10−5 . At every time
step the vortex ore is identied as the minimum of vorti ity. The unsteady omputations are
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Figure 1: Pressure oe ient ontours and omputational at several time steps, i.e. dierent
ore horizontal oordinates z .
arried out a ording to the following pro edure:
the grid lose to the vortex is deformed to follow its movement.
n+1 is omputed from the solution at the previous time step.
ii. Predi tor: the solution ũ
iii. Adaptation: the grid is adapted over the predi ted solution.
n+1 is omputed from un over the adapted grid.
iv. Corre tion: the solution u
The rst step allows to redu e the numeri al dissipation, sin e the grid around the ore almost
rigidly follows the vortex in a Lagrangian fashion. The predi tor phase is ne essary to adapt the
grid over the solution and the orre tion phase allows to take the topology modi ations into
a ount in a onservative way. The evolution of the omputational grid is shown in Figure 1. It
must be noted that signi ant hanges in the mesh are aused by the almost-rigid displa ement
the vortex. However, the overall quality of the mesh does not de rease. The results in terms of
pressure oe ient values in the oweld are also shown in Figure 1. The displa ement of the
sho k waves an be observed.
i. Core displa ement:
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